Step 2: BTE Transmitter Retention Option

- L  R  CROS SlimTube (Move to Step 2)
- L  R  Custom CROS Tip (Hard only)
- L  R  CROS Tone Hook (For CROS II 13 only)

Indicate CROS SlimTube Length 0-3

- [ ] [ ] [ ]

Indicate CROS Tip Tube Length 0-3

- [ ] [ ] [ ]

- [ ] [ ] [ ]

Step 3: BTE Transmitter Colour Selection

Phonak CROS II Colour

- [ ] Colour: *

Shell Colour

- [ ] [ ] [ ]

*Please refer to the Phonak CROS II section in the Phonak Price and Policy for colour options

Step 4: Specify Venture Receiver

Receiver device for the aidable ear (RX)

- [ ] Wireless Venture BTE (Move to Step 5)
- [ ] Wireless Venture RIC (Move to Step 5)

Step 5: BTE/RIC Receiver for CROS or BiCROS

- [ ] Bolero V  [ ] Naída V  [ ] Sky V
- [ ] Audéo V RIC  [ ] Naída V RIC  [ ] Sky V RIC

Technology Level:

- [ ] V90  [ ] V70  [ ] V50  [ ] V30

BTE Type: [ ] M  [ ] P  [ ] SP  [ ] UP  (Naída V and Sky V)

- [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

Colour: _______________________

(To order a Custom Tip for the RIC Receiver please use the Phonak Custom Tip Order Form)

[ ] Ear impression required for custom parts

Step 6: Special Instructions

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

- [ ] standard (if not checked instrument will be made with standard options) *Naída V and Sky V available in 13 only